HOW WE ALL CONTRIBUTE TO BUILDING A HOUSE OF INTEGRITY
Tooling & Support
Building a House of Integrity

Learn more about dilemma’s of scientific integrity
• Learn about the breath of scientific integrity in the Scientific Integrity - Online Programme
• Learn about relevant codes of conduct, committees, regulations on our Integrity website
• Watch how people from the UT community reflect on scientific integrity in this series of dialogues

How to start a dialogue about dilemma’s of scientific integrity
• Experience Mindlab
• Use the Dilemma Game App
• Participate in Scientific Integrity -Reflective Practice Workshop*

*PhD candidates can participate after the mandatory TGS Academic Integrity course

How to intervene in the moment
• Sign up with a team for the Scientific Integrity -Reflective Practice Workshop
• Participate in Active Bystander Training

Support: Staff Integrity Guide More info: utwente.nl/integrity